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We argue that three-quark excited states naturally group into quartets, split into two parity doublets, and

that the mass splittings between these parity partners decrease higher up in the baryon spectrum. This

decreasing mass difference can be used to probe the running quark mass in the midinfrared power-law

regime. A measurement of masses of high-partial-wave �� resonances should be sufficient to unambig-

uously establish the approximate degeneracy. We test this concept with the first computation of excited

high-j baryon masses in a chirally invariant quark model.
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Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) has been thoroughly
tested in high-energy physics, through hadron jets, Drell-
Yan processes, e�eþ annihilation, and deep inelastic scat-
tering. Low-energy QCDmanifests chiral symmetry break-
ing (�SB) that enhances quark masses in the infrared (IR),
generating most of the visible mass in our Universe, and
that removes the degeneracy from the ground states of light
hadron spectra (so light hadrons do not come in parity
doublets). The excited light-quark baryon spectrum, with
masses above that of the � resonance (1232 MeV), has not
been accessible to any form of perturbation theory, effec-
tive or fundamental.

Insensitivity to chiral symmetry breaking, recently
stressed by Glozman and co-workers [1,2] and Swanson
[3], and retrospectively present in chirally invariant quark
models [4,5] has led many hadron physicists to accept that
spontaneous �SB, the salient feature of the low hadron
spectrum, becomes less important for highly excited reso-
nances. For these, chiral symmetry is asymptotically real-
ized in Wigner mode, arranging hadrons in degenerate
chiral multiplets [6]. We have realized that a formalization
of this statement is that the ratio of the quark mass to its
momentum hmk i provides a new perturbative parameter to

study some aspects of the excited hadron spectrum when
the typical momentum becomes higher than the running
mass. Reasoning in reverse, we propose employing a can-
cellation in mass differences of very excited resonances, to
access this small parameter, and hence the quark mass. We
also show analytically and numerically that three-quark
states naturally group into quartets with two states of
each parity. Diagonalizing the chiral charge in terms of
quarks, the quartet is split into two parity doublets, and all
mass splittings tend to decrease when going higher in the
spectrum. For simplicity and to minimize the impact of
molecular meson-nucleon configurations [7], we study the
maximum-spin excitations �� of the Delta baryon.

The u or d quark mass [8] (understood as taken from the
full two-point function of the field theory) is theorized to
vary from m ’ 1–6 MeV at a high, perturbative momen-

tum k scale (typically ��QCD � 210 MeV) to a constitu-

ent mass of circa 300 MeV at vanishing momentum
k ’ �QCD. This IR enhancement of 2 orders of magnitude

is shown in Fig. 1. The simplest constituent quark model
considers a constant mass [9], without the characteristic
step function of the Nambu and Jona-Lasinio model (also
shown). Breaking chiral symmetry with a linear potential
forces a power law m ! C

k4
for mðkÞ � k. Lattice QCD

[10] and Schwinger-Dyson equations [11], both Euclidian
approaches to QCD, also show power-law decays of the
light-quark mass. However, little has been said about this
experimentally, for k� 1:5 GeV, where we already have
mðkÞ � k.
In Hamiltonian dynamics, the quark mass appears in the

Dirac spinors U�� that govern the quark-quark interaction.
In the heavy quark limit, spin-tensor potentials have been
successfully derived by expanding in orders of k=mðkÞ. For
light quarks the opposite, ultrarelativistic limit of k �
mðkÞ is relevant. Spinors are then conveniently expanded
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FIG. 1 (color online). IR enhancement of the light-quark mass
due to spontaneous �SB. Shown are quark masses in the main
approaches to QCD, all multiplied by an arbitrary factor to
match them at quark momentum norm k ! 0. (References in
the text.)
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in the inverse ratio mðkÞ=k, or
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with EðkÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 þmðkÞ2p

, having kept the leading chirally
invariant term, and a next order chiral symmetry breaking
mðkÞ
k term. Nonchiral, spin-dependent potentials in the

quark-quark interaction originate from the second term in
an expansion ofHQCD [12] in the weak sense (that is, not of
the Hamiltonian operator itself, but a restriction thereof to
the Hilbert space of highly excited resonances, where hki is
large):

hnjHQCDjn0i ’ hnjHQCD
� jn0i þ hnjmðkÞ

k
HQCD0

� jn0i þ � � � :
(2)

To access the quark mass from experiment one can exploit
the approximate parity degeneracy, that would be exact in

the presence of only the first term HQCD
� , of excited bary-

ons. This degeneracy follows from invariance under trans-
formations generated by the chiral charge [13]
Qa

5 ¼
R
dxc yðxÞ�5

�a

2 c ðxÞ and ½Qa
5 ; H� ¼ 0. However,

chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken by the ground
state, Qa

5j0i � 0, providing a large quark mass in the

propagator, mðkÞ, pseudo-Goldstone bosons (�;K; �),
and the loss of parity degeneracy in ground state baryons.
Substituting the spinors, and in terms of Bogoliubov-
rotated q �q normal modes B and D, Qa
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In the presence of spontaneous �SB,mðkÞ � 0, and the last
term realizes chiral symmetry nonlinearly in the spectrum
as it creates or destroys a pion. But when hki � mðkÞ, the
� � k̂ term dominates and chiral symmetry is realized
linearly (with only quark counting operators flipping parity
and spin). This happens for a highly excited baryon reso-
nance whose constituents have a momentum distribution
peaked at higher momenta than the IR enhancement of
mðkÞ (Fig. 2).

For the ground-state resonances in excited spin chan-
nels, three-quark variational wave functions are relevant
and a reasonable phenomenological guide. When Qa

5 acts

on such wave function jNi ¼ FijkB
y
i B

y
j B

y
k j�i, the result

also contains three quarks, but one of them is spin rotated

from Bk� to � � k̂��0Bk�0 . Successive application of the

chiral charge spin rotates further quarks, changing each
time the parity of the total wave function. However, the

sequence of states is closed since � � k̂� � k̂ ¼ I. Starting
with an arbitrary antisymmetric wave function FP

ijk with

parity P, one generates our claimed baryon quartet of equal
isospin (isospin index dropped):

jNP
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X
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i B
y
j B

y
k j�i

jN�P
1 i ¼ X
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j B
y
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X
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k�i

jN�P
3 i ¼ X

FP
ijkð� � k̂ByÞið� � k̂ByÞjð� � k̂ByÞkj�i;

(4)

which is a natural basis to discuss chiral symmetry resto-
ration in baryons. This reducible representation of Qa

5

corresponds to ½ð3=2; 0Þ 	 ð0; 3=2Þ�2 of SUð2ÞL �
SUð2ÞR, and can be embedded in larger ones including
nucleons [6]. Because ½Qa

5 ; H� ¼ 0, the two can be diago-

nalized simultaneously. The representation of the chiral
charge in the quartet in Eq. (4) breaks in two blocks since
Qa

5 changes parity, or using the square charge

Qa2
5

�
N0

N2

�
¼

�
3 2
6 7

��
N0

N2

�
: (5)

Immediately one sees that the two linear combinations
N0 � N2 and N0 þ 3N2 diagonalize the square chiral
charge in the positive parity sector (if the original wave
function had positive parity), with N1 � N3 and 3N1 þ N3

doing so for negative parity. The quartet then separates into
two doublets connected by the chiral charge Qa

5ðN0 �
N2Þ ¼ N1 � N3 and Qa

5ðN0 þ 3N2Þ ¼ 3ðN1 þ N3Þ with

different eigenvalues of Qa2
5 , 1 and 9, respectively. The
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FIG. 2 (color online). Typical momentum distributions of in-
creasingly excited �3=2; . . . ;�13=2 resonances overlap less and

less with the dynamically generated IR quark mass so that

hnj mðkÞ
k HQCD0

� jni becomes small. (Illustrative variational wave

functions for a linear potential with string tension � ¼
0:135 GeV2, not normalized for visibility.)
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interdoublet splitting becomes a dynamical question (we
will argue shortly that it is small for highly excited bary-
ons). However, the splitting within the doublet must vanish
when the kinetic energy is high enough hki � m. Parity
doubling then boils down to whether the interaction terms
are also chiral symmetry violating or not.

We now exploit the smallness of the jMP¼þ �MP¼�j
mass difference with increasing angular momentum to
guide experiment in obtaining information about the run-
ning quark mass. For this we establish how the j depen-
dence of the splitting is related to the k dependence of
mðkÞ. The M
 in our proposed study are the masses of the
ground state quartets of the � spectrum, with parity
 and
in the limit of large total angular momentum j � 3=2. The
two approximately degenerate masses Mþ and M� are in
the same leading linear Regge trajectory, phenomenologi-
cally fixing their j dependence to

j ¼ 	0 þ 	M
2 ���!
j!1 	M
2: (6)

The parity of the ground state alternates between þ and�
as the angular momentum steps up by one. Large j is
equivalent to large quark orbital angular momentum l �
1 since the spin is finite, and also to a large average linear
momentum hki � �QCD. Figure 2 shows how the wave

functions of high-j states overlap with the runningmðkÞ. In
these states hmðkÞ=ki is a useful perturbative parameter.
From the relativistic virial theorem [14] between kinetic
and total energies,

hki ! c2M

 ! c2ffiffiffiffi

	
p ffiffiffi

j
p

(7)

(where c2 is a constant; for instance in the case of a linear
potential model, and 3 quarks in a baryon, c2 ¼ 1=6). The
first term in Eq. (2) cancels out in the difference jMþ �
M�j � M
 (while bothM
 are dominated by the chirally
invariant term, their difference stems from the dynamically
generated quark mass), thus exposing the second term in

Eq. (2), proportional to hmðkÞ
k i, viz.

jMþ �M�j !
�
mðkÞ
k

HQCD0
�

�
! c3

mðhkiÞ
hki hHQCD0

� i (8)

(the factorization is allowed by the mean-value theorem at
the price of a constant that we do not attempt to determine
here). This equation is analogous to the renowned Gell-

Mann-Oakes-Renner relation M2
� ¼ �mq

h �c c i
f2�

but active

when chiral symmetry is realized linearly, as in the high-

baryon excitations we examine. Notice that HQCD0
� differs

from HQCD
� due to the � sign of the ð� � k̂Þi term in the

hmðkÞ=ki expansion of the quark i spinor in Eq. (2). This

changes the sign of spin-dependent terms in HQCD0
� , led in

high j by the spin-orbit term. In HQCD
� the spin orbit is

crucial to correct the angular momentum in the centrifugal
barrier term from L2

i to the chirally invariant L2
i þ 2Li �

Si ¼ J2i � 3
4 . But the opposite sign of the spin-orbit term of

HQCD0
� produces a jMþ �M�j mass difference, enhanced

in the IR by hmðkÞ=ki. Since the centrifugal barrier scales

in the large j limit like the baryon mass M
, and the spin-
orbit term comes with one power of j less than it,

hHQCD0
� i ! c5M


j�1 ! c5ffiffiffiffi
	

p
ffiffiffi
1

j

s
: (9)

Combining the j-power-law analysis of Eqs. (6)–(9),

jMþ �M�j ! c3c5
c2

ffiffiffiffi
	

p mðhkiÞj�1; (10)

that links the IR enhancement of the quark mass to baryon
spectroscopy in a usable way. An experimental extraction
proceeds by just fitting the exponent�i of j in the splitting
jMþ �M�j / j�i. Then, we obtain

m

�
c2ffiffiffiffi
	

p � ffiffiffi
j

p �
/ j�iþ1 and mðkÞ / k�2iþ2: (11)

The same exponent i in Eq. (11) can be obtained from the
fit [15] to the jMþ �M�j with increasing j. Though the
quark mass itself is gauge-dependent, our analysis suggests
that its power-law exponent is not, since it is directly
related to an observable.
We next contribute the first competitive chirally invari-

ant quark model computation of parity doubling in the
excited baryon spectrum, shown in Fig. 3, employing a
well-known model of Coulomb QCD that can be seen as a
field theory upgrade of the Cornell model,

H¼�gs
Z
dx�yðxÞ� �AðxÞ�ðxÞþTr

Z
dxðE �EþB �BÞ

þ
Z
dx�y

q ð�i� �rþ
mÞ�q
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2
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FIG. 3 (color online). Parity doubling in the spin-excited �
spectrum for a string tension � ¼ 0:135 GeV2 and the mass gap
angle matched to the lattice data. A qqq variational Monte Carlo
computation of the masses with a chiral Hamiltonian shows that
the ground states with parity 
 for each j ¼ 3=2; . . . ; 13=2
quickly degenerate. Experimentally the degeneracy can be
claimed for the 9=2 states only, as reported by the Particle
Data Group (PDG) [8].
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with the kernel VLðrÞ ¼ �r with string tension � ¼
0:135 GeV2, coupled to the color charge density �aðxÞ ¼
�yðxÞTa�ðxÞ þ fabcAbðxÞ ��cðxÞ. We solve the BCS
gap equation and employ both the so-calculatedmðkÞ quark
mass as well as lattice computation in Landau and
Coulomb gauges [10]. The model has the same chiral
structure of QCD [4], satisfying the Gell-Mann-Oakes-
Renner relation and other low-energy theorems, and allow-
ing computations of static N� observables [16]. Pauli
antisymmetrization of wave functions, spin summations,
and the nine-dimensional integrations are performed in a
computer program, employing Monte Carlo integration
[17], to compute the excited �� spectrum. We proceed
variationally with several types of wave functions. While
a suboptimal variational basis for low-lying states, the
quartet states coincide with H eigenstates high in the
spectrum. As can be seen from Fig. 4, within our varia-
tional and Monte Carlo integration errors, the model split-
tings drop with j, as predicted analytically. A model
statement equivalent to the generic Eq. (8) reads

Mþ�M�¼3
Z d3k1
ð2�Þ3

d3k2
ð2�Þ3

�
2

3

�Z d3q

ð2�Þ3

� V̂ðqÞ1
2

�
mðjk1jÞ
jk1j þmðjk1þqjÞ

jk1þqj
�

�F��1�2�3ðk1;k2ÞðI�� � k̂1� � dk1þqÞ�1�1

�F�1�2�3ðk1þq;k2�qÞ: (12)

If precise data becomes available at ELSA or Jefferson
Lab for the �J with J ¼ 7=2; 9=2; 11=2; 13=2; . . . parity
quartets, one should be able to distinguish between the 1=j
fall of jMþ �M�j for nonchiral models (with a constant
difference ðMþ �M�Þ2 between the Regge trajectories
[9]), and the faster drops for chiral theories such as QCD.
Since the two doublets are closely degenerate, both posi-
tive and negative parity ground states will have a nearby
resonance with identical quantum numbers. Given their
width, it is likely they will only be distinguished by very
careful exclusive decay analysis. Further, if the� spectrum
could be measured up to high resonance masses, beyond
the IR mðkÞ enhancement, and a lattice calculation of

hHQCD0
� i became available, an almost direct measurement

of the current quark mass would follow in a regime of
logarithmic, rather than power-law running. We advocate
that a measurement of masses of high partial-wave �
resonances with an accuracy of 50 MeV should suffice to
establish the approximate degeneracy and test the concept
of running quark mass in the IR. The presented concepts
should also further motivate analysis of empirical data [18]
such as Excited Baryon Analysis Center (EBAC) at
Jefferson Lab as well as lattice QCD collaborations.
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FIG. 4 (color online). All model quartet splittings decrease for
high j. Left: Intradoublet splitting for the first parity doublet.
Right: Interdoublet splittings between natural and unnatural
parity states. The latter is smaller for low j.
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